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Abstract
Following the hybridization or complete electrification strategy of the electric drive pursued on
terrestrial vehicles, the aviation industry is considering with great attention the application of
electrical technology and power electronics for transport aircraft. The growing interest towards
electric application in transport aircraft is driven by the ambitious targets for aviation declared
by Europe and by the United-States of America and is motivated by the growing evidence that
evolutionary improvement of the technologies might not be sufficient to fulfill these targets. As
a result, the introduction of disruptive technologies turns out to be essential. With respect to the
progress and perspective in electrical technology, electric drive applications to transport aircraft
reveals itself to be a promising field in view of meeting the future goals.
The focus of this chapter is the assessment of the electrification of the propulsion system
of transport aircraft. While aiming for the ultimate goal of universally-electric aircraft,
hybrid-electric approach will be first necessary to match the requirement of aircraft propulsion
system and the development pace of the electrical components technology. The combinatorial
variety of hybrid-electric and universally-electric propulsion system topology considered for
transport aircraft application as well as key enabling technologies are first reviewed. A
compendium of hybrid-electric and universally-electric advanced aircraft concepts is then
proposed to obtain a notion of the cloud of aircraft configurations and electric drive options
investigated up to this point in time. Finally, the integrated prospects of hybrid-electric aircraft
are investigated to establish the feasibility of hybrid-electric aircraft for future market segments.
Keywords: Hybrid-electric aircraft, Universally-electric aircraft, Hybrid-electric propulsion
topology, Battery-fuel hybrid propulsion system, Aircraft conceptual design, Aircraft Sizing,
Aircraft Performance
1. Introduction
Following the hybridization or complete electrification strategy of the electric drive pursued
on terrestrial vehicles, the aviation industry is considering with great attention the
application of electrical technology and power electronics for transport aircraft. The growing
interest towards electric application in transport aircraft is driven first by the ambitious
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emissions and external noise reduction targets declared by Europe in the Flightpath 2050
program and the corresponding Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) [1] and
by the United-States of America in the NASA Environmentally Responsible Aviation N+
series [2]. It is then motivated by the growing evidence that evolutionary improvement of
the technologies might not be sufficient to fulfill these targets. Investigations [3] have shown
that the reduction potentials might fall short of the 2035 targets and that the deficit becomes
even more substantial towards the 2050 goals. This trend can be best explained by the very
high maturity reached by contemporary technologies, in particular the propulsion system
technology implemented in transport aircraft. Prospects for technological improvements
have consequently reached an asymptote leaving not enough potentials for achieving the
aggressive targets. As a result, the introduction of disruptive technologies turns out to be
essential in view of meeting the future aviation goals. Finally, the progress and perspective in
electrical technology development trigger the initiatives and the extensive research activities
deployed by the aeronautical community to investigate the feasibility and the potentials of
electric technology application to transport aircraft.
A current application of electrical technology for transport aircraft is the so-called
more-electric aircraft [67-71]. The objective of the more-electric aircraft initiative, which
targets the aircraft power systems, is basically to replace pneumatic and hydraulic systems
by electrical systems. The Boeing B787 is the first aircraft utilizing a more electric
power system architecture. A logical future conceivable step is the electrification of the
propulsion system of the aircraft which is the topic of this chapter. While aiming for
the ultimate goal of an universally-electric aircraft, hybrid-electric approach will be first
necessary to match the requirement of aircraft propulsion system and the development
pace of the electrical components technology. Hybrid-electric aircraft feature typically a
combined conventional and electrical propulsion system. The combinatorial variety of
hybrid-electric and universally-electric propulsion system topology considered for transport
aircraft application as well as enabling technologies are first discussed in Section 2. A
compendium of hybrid and universally-electric advanced aircraft concepts is then proposed
in Section 3 to obtain a notion of the cloud of aircraft configurations and electric drive options
investigated up to this point in time. The feasibility of hybrid-electric aircraft needs to be
established for future market segments. On the basis of selected concepts, the integrated
prospects of hybrid-electric aircraft are finally investigated in Section 4.
2. Hybrid-electric and universally-electric propulsion system architecture
An overview of the topological variety of propulsion systems featuring an electric drive
approach is presented in this section. Electric approaches to aircraft propulsion system
are known as hybrid-electric and universally-electric [4]. By distinguishing between the
generation and the transmission to the drive-shaft, the components and their possible
combination for the layout of hybrid-electric and universally-electric propulsion system
architecture can be illustrated as in Figure 1 [5]. Focusing on the propulsion system, the
consumer of electric power is the propulsive device. Ducted and unducted propulsors
are typically considered to provide the thrust required to propel transport aircraft. The
commonly known-term ducted-fan is understood to be covered by the category ducted
propulsor while unducted propulsor includes propeller and open-rotor arrangements.
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In a conventional propulsion system, shaft power is generated by burning fuel in a
gas-turbine. A gas-turbine converts chemical energy into mechanical power through an
aero-thermodynamical process. In an electrical propulsion system, shaft power is produced
through a process that can be subdivided into the generation, the distribution and the
conversion of electrical energy into mechanical power.
For transport aircraft application, batteries and fuel cells are considered for the generation
of electrical energy. Even if not explicitly shown in Figure 1, supercapacitors or flywheels
could be also considered in a layout of a hybrid-electric propulsion system [6]. Another
means of producing electrical power is through the utilization of a generator driven by a
conventional gas-turbine. Known under the terminology of turboelectric, it is discussed
in more detail in Section 2.1.1. The electric energy is monitored and distributed from
the sources to the consumers by a Power Management and Distribution system (PMAD).
The PMAD is typically composed of controllers, converters, inverters, cables, electrical
buses and circuit breakers. The layout of the PMAD system is a rather complex task.
Optimum layout of the PMAD system results from the analysis of system efficiency,
mass, bill-of-material, reliability and maintenance under constraints of abnormal mode of
operation. Another important aspect related to the electrical system is thermal regulation to
provide for every operating condition an appropriate thermal environment to the electrical
and power electronics components. The consideration of thermal management is essential in
the early design phase of the integrated electric drive due to its highly-interlaced interactions
with the propulsion and power systems. Presenting the development of a framework for
concurrent sizing of the powertrain and the thermal management system, Freeman et al.
[7] highlighted the design options and implications of thermal management. Three main
options for thermal regulation were discussed [7] including air cooling, liquid cooling and
cryogenic cooling system providing the advantages and drawbacks of each options in terms
of system performance, integration implications, complexity and bill-of-material. The critical
importance of adequate flow rate for heat transfer ensuring a proper thermal regulation
of the electrical components was highlighted. Freeman et al. [7] predicted the revival of
radiator technology due to the introduction of electric drive. The design considerations of
radiators were described as well as their interactions with the propulsion system and the
implications at aircraft level in terms of weight and parasitic drag. The potential synergistic
use of the excess heat produced by the electrical components for anti-icing system, cabin
Environmental Control System and galleys were also indicated [7]. The thermal management
system needs to be integrated globally. The necessity of a transverse approach is argued
by Liscouet-Hanke [8] in order to avoid developing localized dedicated engineered thermal
management solutions for each of the electrical components.
In order to drive the propulsor device, the electric energy is converted into shaft power
by an electric motor (see Section 4.2). It can drive by itself the propulsor device or it can
be mounted on the shaft of a combustion engine to support its operations. This latest
arrangement known as a parallel system is discussed in Section 2.1.2. Due to the nature of
the electric energy which can be easily partitioned, the field of distributed propulsion which
aims to achieve highly coupled structural-aero-propulsive configurations, is often combined
to hybrid-electric and universally-electric approaches (see Section 2.2.3).
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Figure 1. Conventional, hybrid and universally-electric propulsion system topology [5]
2.1. Topological options for electric drive application
The topological options for the application of electric drives to the propulsion system of
transport aircraft are detailed in the following sections. The discussion covers serial, parallel
as well as integrated arrangements.
2.1.1. Serial system
A general characterization of a serial system is given by the electrical nature of the node
connecting the different systems composing the propulsion power-train. The most common
serial arrangement is known as turboelectric [9–12]. It denotes a serial system where electric
power is produced by a generator driven by a combustion engine typically a gas-turbine.
Efficiency improvement in the propulsion system results notably from the advantage that the
gas-turbine operation is now decoupled from the operational constraints of the propulsor
[9, 13]. The system efficiency and mass can consequently be optimized by operating the
gas-turbine and the propulsor close to their peak efficiency. However, because of the greater
bill-of-material due to the additional electrical components, in the propulsion chain, the
weight of the system is expected to increase compared to a conventional propulsion system
[9]. In order to make this approach viable at aircraft level, this penalizing aspect needs to
be overcome by any improvements in system efficiency and/or structural-aero-propulsive
integration (see Section 2.2.3).
A serial system using fuel-cells as means of electrical energy generation can be entertained.
The efficiency of advanced fuel cells including the balance-of-plant is forecast to reach
efficiency levels comparable to that of advanced gas-turbines. However, the power density
of fuel cell stack is expected to remain much lower than that of a gas-turbine [14]. The
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weight penalty might consequently outweigh potential benefits. The unique utilization of
fuel cells for providing the power requirement for the propulsion of transport aircraft remains
consequently challenging [15].
A serial system whose electrical energy providers are batteries solely was dubbed as
universally-electric architecture [4]. The clear advantage of utilizing battery in a propulsion
system is the efficiency. With values remaining above 90% during a complete mission
profile [16] significant improvement in overall propulsion system efficiency can be achieved
compared to a conventional system. However, the gravimetric specific energy (the amount
of energy content per unit mass) of advanced batteries is expected to remain relatively low,
with a factor of about 8 compared to fossil fuel based on a complete system exergy analysis
[17]. Consequently, the weight of the battery and its detrimental sizing cascading impacts on
the overall aircraft penalizes the efficiency benefit.
As a result of all these considerations, serial arrangement combining for instance a
turboelectric system with battery and/or fuel cell system are considered [14] to draw
the advantages of each of the system and to create system synergies in order to achieve
greater system performance to the detriment of a higher system complexity. This is notably
the approach undertaken by Airbus with the E-Thrust concept [18], which combines a
turboelectric system with batteries. Innovative, synergistic integrated serial systems need to
be further investigated at aircraft level in order to assess the full potential of hybrid-electric
serial propulsion system.
2.1.2. Parallel system
A parallel system is characterized by mechanical nodes that connect the different systems.
The most common parallel approach is the installation of an electric motor on the
low-pressure shaft of a gas-turbine in order to support the operations of the gas-turbine or
even drive by itself the propulsor device during segments of the mission [19–22]. Because of
the benefit of utilizing battery on the overall propulsion system efficiency, the electric motor is
commonly powered by batteries but the utilization of fuel cells is also conceivable. However,
it was found that driving simultaneously the shaft of the gas-turbine by an electric motor
influences dramatically the operation of the gas-turbine. The simultaneous operation of the
electric motor forced notably the gas-turbine to operate into part-load impairing its efficiency.
Moreover, due to the modification of the operating line of the gas-turbine components, the
margin to surge might also become critical. Practical engineering solutions need to be
envisioned for the integration of the electric motor in the environment of the gas-turbine.
Parallel integration of an electric motor on the low-pressure shaft could consequently disrupt
contemporary design axioms of gas-turbines.
2.1.3. Distributed parallel system
In view of these challenges and motivated by the search for more synergistic integration,
an innovative approach to a parallel hybrid-electric propulsion system was proposed by
Pornet and Isikveren [23] taking advantage of distributed propulsion technology (see Section
2.2.3). Instead of coupling the electric motor to the shaft of the gas-turbine, the electric
motor is coupled directly to the shaft of the propulsor and the combination electric motor
and propulsive device (called electric-fan) is integrated on the aircraft as an additional
bill-of-material item to the conventional combustion based engines. Concrete aircraft
concepts would be a tri-fan aircraft with two fans conventionally powered by gas-turbines
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while the remaining fan is driven by an electric motor (or vice versa with two electric
fans and one turbofan aft-fuselage mounted), or, as a quad-fan aircraft equipped with
two turbofans and two electric fans. The integrated prospects of this latest concept are
the subject of the investigation presented in Section 4.4. This approach offers numerous
advantages compared to mounting the electric motor on the low-pressure shaft of the
gas-turbine. As the conventional system is decoupled from the electrical system, design
and operation of the conventional and electrical system are independent. As a result,
contemporary design and off-design heuristics of the gas-turbine are not perturbed by the
introduction of the electrical system. Moreover, it reduces the system complexity and clears
out the integration challenges of the electric motor in the environment of a gas-turbine.
By thoughtful sizing and operational strategy of the gas-turbine and the electric motor, the
efficiency of the hybrid propulsion system can be optimized by running the conventional and
electrical system close to their peak efficiencies. This innovative parallel hybrid arrangement
marries up perfectly with distributed propulsion technology opening potentials for tightly
aero-propulsive-structural integration.
While in the architecture investigated in [23], the electric motors are powered solely by
batteries, a further topological evolution of the distributed propulsion system can be
conceived with the introduction of a turboelectric approach. By equipping the gas-turbine
with a generator, additional electric power can be transmitted to the electric motors. This
system approach reduces the technological level requirement imposed to the battery in terms
of gravimetric specific energy while enabling significant increase in system efficiency when
using the highly efficient battery system for propulsion. This topology is also interesting as it
enables the possible combination of charge sustaining and charge depleting strategies of the
batteries for optimum energy management [24, 25]. Charge sustaining strategy, recharging
the battery with the generator utilizing excess power of the gas-turbine during segments of
the mission, would reduce the integrated battery pack mass and volume requirement. A
schematic representation of this topology is given in Figure 2.
2.1.4. Integrated system
While not illustrated in Figure 1, another recent approach for hybrid-electric system to be
considered is the so-called integrated system [26, 27] which consists of electrifying part of the
core cycle of a gas-turbine. A possible configuration for hybrid-electric integrated system was
proposed by Schmitz and Hornung [28] investigating the electrification of the high-pressure
compressor stages of a gas-turbine. Still in a pioneering phase, few publications are currently
available on this topic but it is definitely an application to follow closely as it gathers
momentum.
2.2. Enabling technologies for electric drive application to transport aircraft
Technologies considered as key enablers for the deployment of electric drives to the
propulsion system of transport aircraft are discussed in this section. The application of
the field of superconductivity to electric propulsion system is first reviewed followed by a
discussion about distributed propulsion technology.
2.2.1. Energy storage
Technology improvement of the electrical components discussed in Section 2 in terms of
gravimetric specific power and efficiency are of particular importance for the application
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Figure 2. Distributed parallel hybrid-electric topology for distributed fans arrangement
of electric drive to transport aircraft. But most importantly, the evolution of energy
storage capability, in particular, the progress made in battery technology is of great
relevance for establishing the competitiveness of hybrid-electric and universally-electric
aircraft. Gravimetric specific power (the amount of power delivered per unit of mass) and
gravimetric specific energy (amount of energy contained per unit of mass) are the key metrics
for evaluating the battery application. These parameters are not independent characteristics
and they are determined during battery design [29]. As a result, the combined enhancement
of the specific energy and the specific power turns out to be a greater technological challenge
than the single criterion optimization. Additional aspects such as gravimetric specific energy
density, efficiency, design service goal, operating temperature, discharge behavior, safety,
reliability and environmental sustainability need also to be considered when selecting the
battery technology [30].
Lithium battery technology is regarded as a promising option for application in aviation.
State-of-the-art lithium batteries reach specific energy of circa 200 Wh/kg at cell-level [31].
Extensive research focusing on improving the cathode and anode materials as well as on
enhancing electrolyte properties [30, 32] aim to scale up the power and energy capability of
batteries for aircraft application. Specific energy of around 400 Wh/kg is predicted to be
achieved at cell-level through future progress in lithium battery technology [33].
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Breakthrough in battery technology could be achieved through the development of
innovative battery concept as indicated by open battery systems like zinc-air, aluminium-air
and lithium-air [32, 34]. Lithium-air batteries are considered with attention for aircraft
application with estimated theoretical gravimetric specific energy from 1000 Wh/kg [33, 35]
up to 2000 Wh/kg [36] at cell-level. Not currently commercially available, market readiness
of lithium-air is expected for a time-line horizon of 2030 [37].
2.2.2. Superconductivity
Superconductivity is considered as an enabling technology for electric drive application to
transport aircraft [13, 38, 39]. Through the utilization of High-Temperature Superconducting
(HTS) materials, the gravimetric specific power and the efficiency of the electrical component
can be significantly improved. The most common application of HTS materials at this
point in time is for electric motors and generators [38, 40, 41]. The application of HTS
technology to the transmission cable is also considered [10, 11]. The necessity of developing
fully superconducting network (including the fault management, protection and switching
implications) was argued by Malkin and Pagonis [42]. The challenge of HTS application
for transport aircraft lies essentially on the requirement to operate at cryogenic temperature
and the resulting complex integration of the cooling system. Instead of using fossil fuels to
operate the aircraft, the utilization of cryogenic fuel such as liquid hydrogen can result in
strong synergies with the layout of HTS electrical system as the coolant is already available
[10, 13, 39]. Handling safety related issues [43], the negative integration impacts of the
cryogenic tank on aircraft design [44] and the infrastructural challenges to supply the liquid
hydrogen to the operated airports all are issues that remain unresolved [45, 46].
2.2.3. Distributed propulsion
The investigation of hybrid-electric or universally-electric system is often coupled with
distributed propulsion technology [72-75]. This combination is explained by the nature of
the electric energy, which can be easily distributed and by the search for aero-structural
benefits through higher integration of the propulsive device with the airframe. The field
of Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI) [47, 75] consisting of re-energizing the low momentum
boundary layer in view of aerodynamic efficiency improvement, becomes central. This is
mainly the reason why distributed propulsion has been intensively investigated on Blended
Wing Body (BWB) configuration [12, 48] as it offers large potential for application of BLI by
distributing buried propulsion devices along the trailing-edge of the fuselage (see Section 3).
For BLI application on tube and wing configurations, the Propulsive Fuselage configuration,
which is characterized by a large fan encircling the rear end of the fuselage, was evaluated
as most promising and was the center of several investigations [49–53].
Electric distributed propulsion technology is expected to disrupt the traditional aircraft
design paradigms [54–56]. A salient example is the redesign of the wing for optimum
efficiency in cruise enabled by distributing propellers along the leading-edge as initiated in
the LeapTech Project [57] (see Section 3). Usually, wing design is constrained by low-speed
operations in order to achieve according to the properties of the high-lift system acceptable
takeoff and landing field performance. Benefiting from the propeller slip-stream effect on
the wing, the low-speed requirement on high-lift devices and wing design could be reduced,
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opening the design space for optimum wing design for en-route operations. Moreover
differential thrust could be applied to control the aircraft reducing the requirement on
flight control surfaces. The distribution of thrust along the wingspan could enable for
instance the control of the aircraft yawing motion resulting in reducing or even conceived
the complete removal of the rudder. The one-engine-inoperative case is a very stringent
low-speed condition for the sizing of the propulsion system, vertical stabilizer and flight
control surfaces in order to comply to the airworthiness regulations and the aircraft top-level
field performance requirement. Because of the intrinsic redundancy in thrust production
provided by distributed propulsion technology and through a proper redundancy definition
in the energy and power system, failure modes either energy/power system inoperative or
propulsive device inoperative would result in less severe penalty on system sizing [58, 59].
It is also conceivable that the airworthiness regulations notably with respect to the climb
gradient requirements will need to be revisited to adapt to the characteristics of aircraft
employing distributed propulsion technology. These highlighted potential benefits in aircraft
design demonstrate that the full-benefit of hybrid-electric and universally-electric propulsion
system can only be assessed through a holistic integration at aircraft level.
3. Compendium of hybrid- and universally-electric aircraft
While the first fixed-wing electric flight took place for over 9 min in 1973 with the
Brditschka′s MB-E124, it took around 30 years before reconsidering seriously electric
propulsion system for transport aircraft application. This time lapse observed in the
interest revival for electric drive application to aircraft propulsion is explained first by
the time required for electrical component technology to evolve to a level applicable
to the propulsion system requirement of transport aircraft. Secondly, it is driven by
the growing environmental awareness and the search for an alternative to a fossil fuel
economy. The late 1990 witnessed the birth of several electric experimental and commercial
aircraft targeting the general aviation sector in the one or two seater category. While
mainly motivated by engineering curiosity through the impulse of pioneers, the industry
is currently demonstrating a strong growing interest in the development of hybrid-electric
and universally-electric aircraft. A compendium of experimental, commercial as well as
advanced hybrid-electric and universally-electric aircraft concepts, was proposed by Pornet
and Isikveren [23]. By illustrating the cloud of concepts in Figure 3 evaluating the number of
passenger (PAX) versus the design range (evaluated in nautical miles [nm]) certain clusters
and trends in design can be identified.
This compendium comprises universally-electric aircraft concepts using battery as energy
source with the four seater Airbus E-Fan [18], the four seater LeapTech concept [56, 57],
the Dornier Do328-LBM [60] , the Voltair concept [61] and the BHL Ce-Liner [4] as well as
hybrid-electric aircraft, integrating a battery-fuel system either in serial or parallel topology,
with the NXG-50 [62], the Sugar-Volt [19], the Bauhaus Luftfahrt Twin-Fan [22] (see Section
4.3) and the Bauhaus Luftfahrt Quad-Fan [23] (see Section 4.4). On the upper right corner,
BWB configuration using turboelectric distributed approach are represented with the BW-11
[48] and the N3-X [12].
As highlighted by [54], electric propulsion technology will emerge first in general aviation
as it provides benefit advantages for early market success and will evolve with respect to the
maturation and the development of electric technology towards application for commuter,
regional and narrow-body transport aircraft. A noticeable design implication of utilizing
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Figure 3. Compendium of advanced hybrid- and universally-electric aircraft. Adapted from [23]
an electric drive relying on battery technology is the achievable design range as indicated
by the low range end on the left corner of the chart which reflects more of the regional
market segment. With regards to morphology, besides the BWB configuration, no large
departure from the traditional “tube and wing” were foreseen due to the implementation of
hybrid-electric propulsion system. Outcome of pre-design studies investigated by Isikveren
et al. [63] indicated that unless significant departure in the propulsion system integration
is entertained, considering for instance distributed propulsion technology, the contemporary
tube-and-wing morphology was still considered to be appropriate. Distributed propulsion
technology could considerably disrupt contemporary aircraft design paradigm. This was
exemplified by the LeapTech concept through distribution of multiple propellers on the wing
leading-edge (see Section 2.2.3) and the Propulsive Fuselage configuration selected for the
Voltair concept (see Section 2.2.3). The aviation community is in the midst of a pioneering
era with regards to electro-mobility and faces an explosion of combinatorial possibilities
at system level and aircraft level. Innovative approaches to electrically driven propulsion
system needs to be further analyzed and thoughtfully integrated at aircraft level to determine
the full potentials. With growing understanding of the technology and its implication at
aircraft level, innovative advanced aircraft configurations designed through more ambitious
holistically integrated electric propulsion system are expected to emerge.
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4. Insights regarding integrated hybrid-electric transport aircraft
By reviewing concepts out of the cloud illustrated in Figure 3, insights regarding the
integrated prospects of hybrid-electric transport aircraft are presented in this section.
The development of algebraic parameters and figure-of-merits to enable the assessment
of aircraft utilizing electric drive for the propulsion system are introduced first. The
integration implications of the hybrid-electric propulsion system on aircraft overall sizing
and performance are then detailed based on three investigated hybrid-electric narrow-body
transport aircraft concepts.
4.1. Algebraic descriptors and figure-of-merits
The algebraic description of a hybrid-electric propulsion requires the establishment of two
parametric descriptors [63, 64]: the Degree of Hybridization for Power (Hp) and the Degree
of Hybridization for Energy (He). The parameter Hp describes the amount of electrical
power relative to the overall total power. Commonly, the installed power or the useful power
(power measured at the propulsor) is quoted. In the analyzes provided in the following, Hp
referring to the useful power is denoted with Hpuse. The parameter He is the ratio of electric
energy consumed over the total energy and it characterizes the so-called energy split. The
quantity He is evaluated along a specified segment or mission. The parameter Heblock refers,
for instance, to the block mission. The need for the dual set of parametric descriptors is
elucidated by Isikveren et al. [63] considering the following examples:
• Conventional kerosene based gas turbine propulsion system are described by a Hp and a
He equal to zero.
• Pure serial hybrid-electric architecture where only electrical power is provided at the
propulsive devices but the energy storage is solely kerosene based. In this case Hp equals
1 and He equals 0.
• Universally-electric aircraft where the energy storage is batteries only which is
characterized by an Hp of 1 and an He of 1.
In addition to the algebraic descriptors characterizing the type of propulsion system, the
establishment of figure-of-merits for the assessment of the vehicular efficiency is essential.
Related to their instantaneous form, they are used for flight technique optimization to
determine optimum altitude-speed technique as a function of the aircraft gross-weight,
the aerodynamic efficiency and the overall propulsion system efficiency. The integrated
form of the metrics along a given mission enables comparing the efficiency of different
vehicles to complete an identical transport task. The traditional figure-of-merit used for
vehicular efficiency assessment of fuel-based aircraft is the Specific Air Range (SAR). It
characterizes the distance traveled per unit of fuel consumed. Optimizing an aircraft for
maximum SAR results in minimizing its fuel consumption. This metric is however limited to
aircraft using an energy type characterized by a mass flow. A generalization of the SAR was
introduced by Seitz et al. [65] with the Energy Specific Air Range (ESAR) which determines
the distance traveled per energy consumed. Maximizing ESAR results in minimizing the
energy consumption of the aircraft. Optimizing for instance a universally-electric aircraft
with respect to ESAR results in minimizing its electrical energy consumption. To enable the
optimization of hybrid-energy transport aircraft for minimum energy cost, the COst Specific
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Air Range (COSAR) was published by Pornet et al. [66]. The cost of the energy is not the only
factor contributing to the total operating cost of an aircraft. Fixed costs and time dependent
costs need to be also taken into account. Interested in minimizing the overall cost, airlines
base their aircraft fleet operation on so-called Cost-Index which relates basically the cost
of time to the cost of energy. A review of the Cost-Index traditionally used for fuel-based
aircraft and the establishment of Cost-Index metric for hybrid-energy aircraft are found in
[66].
4.2. Aircraft retrofit with hybrid-electric propulsion system
Retrofitting an existing aircraft with a hybrid-electric propulsion system enables having first
insights about design parameters and constraints, the behavior of the propulsion system
as well as in establishing the right interfaces between the propulsion system and any
other aircraft systems. An under-wing podded twin engine narrow-body transport aircraft
retrofitted with a hybrid-electric propulsion was investigated by Pornet et al. [21]. The
retroïnˇA˛tting of the propulsion system consists of mounting an electric motor powered
bybatteries in parallel to the low-pressure shaft of the gas-turbine to supportits operation
during some segments of the mission. Due to the intrinsic nature of an aircraft retrofit, the
certified Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) of the baseline aircraft represents a design
constraint not to be exceeded. The electrical system components including the batteries
represent additional weight items. To provide the installation of the electrical system at
aircraft level and still respect the MTOW limitation, the hybrid-electric propulsion system
is utilized in off-design operations. As the baseline aircraft takes-off at a Take-Off Weight
(TOW) lower than MTOW since less fuel is required to perform the off-design stage length,
the delta weight available between TOW and MTOW makes the installation the electrical
system possible. Sizing of the hybrid-electric propulsion system is the result of an interplay
between the maximum power of the installed electric motor, which mainly determines the
mass of the electrical system, the total battery mass required, the potential fuel burnreduction
and the battery State-Of-Charge (SOC). The SOC characterizes the amount of energy available
relative to the total energy of the battery. In order to protect the battery from any damage
and to prolong design service goal suitable for use in aerospace, the battery must not be
discharged below a certain SOC limit typically set at 20%. The design parameters and
constraints are illustrated in the design chart in Figure 4.
It represents the sizing characteristics of the hybrid-electric propulsion system for the case
of utilizing the electric motor during cruise only assuming a battery speciïnˇA˛c energy of
1500 Wh/kg at cell-level. The objective of this assessment was to achieve minimum fuel
consumption at a stage length corresponding to peak in the utilization spectrum. For the
baseline aircraft, the maximum utilization stage length was found to be 900 nm (1667 km).
The total installed maximum power of the electric motor PmaxEM,totalinst. is varied between 4
to 8 MW and the power setting of the electric motor during cruise (P/Pmax)EM,cruise between
0% to 100%. To maximize the number of installed batteries, the TOW of the hybrid-electric
aircraft was set equal to MTOW. The total mass of the installed battery was consequently
an outcome of the sizing process. When the electric motor is not used during cruise as
indicated by the power setting of 0%, the hybrid-electric aircraft consumes more fuel than
the baseline aircraft due to the higher aircraft weight. When increasing the power setting
of theelectric motor, more electric energy is consumed increasing the potential block fuel
reduction. According to the electric maximum power installed, the battery SOC can become
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Figure 4. Design chart for hybrid-electric propulsion system in cruise [21]
a limiting factor. The optimum sizing of the hybrid-electric propulsion system in view of
achieving minimum fuel burn, indicated in the chart by HYCcruise, results in selecting the
maximum power of the electric motor which can be used at 100% under the constraint of
the 20% SOC limit of the battery. In the context of this analysis, the optimum sizing results
in a 13% block fuel reduction compared to the baseline aircraft by installing a total electric
motor power of 6 MW and 8400 kg of batteries. Further investigation presented in [21]
demonstrated a potential block fuel reduction of 16% when utilizing the electric motor during
climb and cruise. The prospects in block fuel reduction depend strongly on the assumption
made in terms of battery technology level. For a battery speciïnˇA˛c energy of 1000 Wh/kg at
cell-level,results shown that the potential reduction block fuel were reduced by almost 50%
compared to results obtained for 1500 Wh/kg [21].
In view of examining the sizing effects resulting from the integration of hybrid-electric
propulsion at aircraft level and of investigating the potential market range application of
hybrid-electric aircraft, clean sheet design of hybrid-electric aircraft need to be considered.
4.3. Hybrid-electric clean sheet design
A hybrid-electric clean sheet design was investigated on a twin engine narrow body transport
aircraft by Pornet et al. [22]. The topological approach of the hybrid-electric propulsion
system is identical to the one presented in Section 4.2. Driving an electric motor on the
low-pressure shaft has strong influences on the gas-turbine operational characteristics as
highlighted in Section 2.1.2. These aspects become more predominant with increasing electric
motor power. In order to not modify the contemporary design heuristics of the gas-turbine
and to avoid the negative operational influence of the electric motor, the operational strategy
selected in this design was to switch-off the gas-turbine during cruise while the electric
motor drives by itself the shaft of the propulsor. By equipping only one gas-turbine with
an electric motor, the useful degree-of-hybridization Hpuse achieved during cruise is 50%.
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The other segments of the mission are performed conventionally using the two gas-turbines.
By comparing the integrating performance of the hybrid-electric transport aircraft sized for
interval design ranges between 500 nm (926 km) and 2100 nm (3889 km) against a suitably
projected conventional twin-engine narrow-body aircraft, the prospects in terms of block fuel
reduction, change in aircraft size and in vehicular efficiency were investigated for different
range applications. In addition, the effect of the battery technology level was assessed for
gravimetric specific energy at cell-level varying between 750 Wh/kg and 1500 Wh/kg.
The analysis of the relative change in block fuel versus the relative change in block ESAR
is illustrated in Figure 5. When assuming a battery gravimetric specific energy of 1500
Wh/kg, the highest potential block fuel burn reduction of 20% was achieved at a design
range of 1100 nm (2037 km). Block fuel reduction is achieved due to the utilization of the
electrical energy and because of the increase in overall propulsion system efficiency resulting
from the use of the highly efficient electrical system. An improvement in overall propulsion
system efficiency of 30% during cruise was evaluated. At 1100 nm (2037 km), around a
neutral change in vehicular efficiency was reached compared to an advanced gas-turbine only
reference aircraft. It was observed that for increasing design ranges the potential inblock fuel
reduction decreases, however, the vehicular efïnˇA˛ciency is signiïnˇA˛cantly diminished. In
other words, the hybrid-electric transport aircraft requires more energy than the reference
aircraft for the same transport task. This trend is explained by the increasing electrical
energy demand during cruise, which results in increasing the total battery mass required.
The resulting sizing cascade effects, leading to a large increase in MTOW as indicated in
Figure 6, are the main cause of the block ESAR reduction. At 1100 nm (2037 km), the MTOW
of the hybrid-electric aircraft is increased by 25% compared to an advanced gas-turbine only
aircraft. While remaining energy neutral, the block fuel potential reduces for lower design
ranges. It is explained by the fact that less electrical energy is used during the reduced
portion of the cruise and consequently less block fuel reduction can be achieved. Because of
the less pronounced sizing effects and the improvement in overall propulsive efficiency, the
total energy consumption remains about neutral. When evaluating hybrid-electric aircraft,
it is important to focus not only on fuel burn reduction but to consider also the overall
energy consumption. The consumption of electrical energy will affect the operating cost of
the hybrid aircraft with respect to the fluctuation of the electric energy price and moreover as
the electrical energy might certainly not be produced only through renewable energy sources,
its production will impact any carbon life cycle assessments that are undertaken.
Identical trends were observed for lower battery technology levels. However, a lower battery
gravimetric specific energy results, for the same amount of energy required, in higher
battery mass requirement, which considerably amplifies the sizing cascading effects. It
leads consequently in a diminution of the potential fuel burn reduction and in a stronger
degradation of the vehicular efficiency. Moreover, the design range at which the largest fuel
consumption reduction occurs is reduced to 750 nm (1389 km) and to 900 nm (1667 km)
at a specific energy of 750 Wh/kg and 1000 Wh/kg respectively. At these points the block
fuel reduction is 9% and 14% and the change in block ESAR is -7% and -4% respectively. In
these regards, the potential segment application for this concept turns out to be the regional
market. In the context of this investigated concept, a battery technology level of at least 1000
Wh/kg should be reached to enable significant emissions reduction.
The integration of annexed technologies including for instance aerodynamic tailoring
technology and flexible, adaptive structures [3] and the consideration of novel aircraft
morphologies could lead to improvement in vehicular efficiency. However, the purpose of
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Cargo vol./ PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 5. Relative change in block fuel and in block ESAR for a Hpuse of 50% in cruise [22]






































25% ebattery = 0.75kWh/kg
ebattery = 1.0kWh/kg
ebattery = 1.5kWh/kg
Cargo vol./ PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 6. Relative change in MTOW for a Hpuse of 50% in cruise [22]
this study was to capture a true potential resulting from the integration of hybrid-electric
propulsion system compared to gas-turbine only aircraft.
Another aspect investigated in this study is the volumetric constraint for the housing of the
battery within the cargo of the fuselage. According to an assumed density of 1000 kg/m3
including the volume of the battery, of the thermal management and of the housing, the
provision of a standard cargo volume per PAX for regional aircraft of 0.14 m3 is indicated
by a triangle in the Figures 5 and 6. For instance, assuming a battery specific energy of 1000
Wh/kg, the concept is volumetrically constrained for design ranges above 1100 nm (2037
km). Possible evolution of the fuselage geometry, with minor-to-modest aerodynamic and
mass penalties, towards double-bubble cross-section could be conceived to free up the design
space from this volumetric limitation.
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The analysis of this clean sheet design reveals shifts in aircraft design paradigm due to the
nature of the hybrid-electric propulsion system as fuel burn reduction can be achieved while
the MTOW of the aircraft is increased and moreover fuel burn reduction does not mean
automatically an improvement in vehicular efficiency.
While this investigation was aimed to get first insights into the sizing impact of
hybrid-electric propulsion system at aircraft level, the full benefit of hybrid-electric
technology will be reached through holistic integration of the propulsion system at aircraft
level. As defended by Moore and Fredericks [54], the full potential of hybrid-electric
aircraft will be demonstrated only once the synergistic benefits from the integration of the
hybrid-electric propulsion system at aircraft level are fully understood. In this regard, an
innovative hybrid-electric approach is proposed in the next section with the assessment of a
distributed hybrid-electric clean sheet design.
4.4. Distributed hybrid-electric clean sheet design
Motivated by the search for higher synergies in the integration of the hybrid-electric
propulsion system at aircraft level and by the interest of investigating the influence of
increasing Hp on overall aircraft sizing, integrated performance and flight technique
optimality, a hybrid-electric narrow-body transport aircraft employing a quad-fan
arrangement was investigated by Pornet and Isikveren [23]. Featuring two conventional
Geared-TurboFans (GTF) and two Electric Fans (EF), this rudimentary form of distributed
propulsion offers numerous advantages compared to previously investigated hybrid-electric
architecture and potentials for further evolution as enumerated in Section 2.1. Due to the
greater mean time between failure of electric motor compared to gas-turbine, the electric
fans are positioned on the outboard to reduce the one engine inoperative implications on
performance and sizing. The sizing strategy of the hybrid-electric propulsion system was
analyzed as a function of Hpuse [23]. The operational strategy selected was to operate the EFs
at maximum thrust during the mission segments. Operational phases covering taxi-in/out,
descent, landing and hold are performed only with the GTFs. The GTFs are throttled back
during cruise to adjust to the instantaneous thrust requirement. This operation was assessed
to be suitable up to an Hpuse of 45%. Above this value, the efficiency of the gas-turbine in
cruise is impaired because of part-load operation resulting from the GTF thrust throttling. By
sizing the aircraft for interval design ranges between 900 nm (1667 km) and 2100 nm (3889
km) and for increasing Hpuse, the prospects were investigated in terms of potential fuel burn
reduction (Figure 7), change in vehicular efficiency (Figure 9) and change in aircraft size
(Figure 11). The integrated performance are contrasted against an advanced twin-engine
transport aircraft. As indicated in Figure 7, by increasing Hpuse, a large reduction in block
fuel can be achieved due to the greater utilization of electrical energy and the improvement
in overall propulsion system efficiency. Due to the utilization of batteries and because of the
electrical system weight, growing Hpuse leads to large increase in aircraft weight as illustrated
in Figure 11. This effect comes at the detriment of the vehicular efficiency which reduces
with increasing Hpuse as indicated in Figure 9. The amplification of the sizing cascading
effects, linked to the higher electrical energy requirement, explains the degradation of the
integrated performance at higher design ranges. From this analysis it can be concluded
that the regional market segment is the most suited segment for the application of this
hybrid-electric quad-fan transport aircraft with design range between 900 nm (1667 km)
to 1300 nm (2408 km). The volumetric constraint for the housing of the investigated battery
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Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 7. Relative change in block fuel versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Geared-turbofan cruise
throttling [23]
indicates that the cross-section of the narrow-fuselage might limit the design space. With
respect to a cargo volumetric constraint of 0.14 m3 per PAX, a standard volume allocation for
regional aircraft, it was found that assuming a gravimetric specific energy of 1500 Wh/kg at
cell-level, a block fuel reduction of 15% could be achieved at a design range of 1300 nm (2408
km) and an Hpuse of 30% while the vehicular efficiency is degraded by 6%.
To gain insights into the sensitivity with regards to battery technology, integrated
performance was investigated for a battery specific energy of 1000 Wh/kg [23]. As indicated
in Section 4.3, sizing effects are considerably amplified for lower battery specific energies due
to the higher battery mass required for a given energy demand. It results in a diminution of
the potential block fuel reduction and a stronger degradation of the vehicular efficiency.
The increase in energy demand with growing design range leads to more pronounced
degradation of the integrated performance at greater stage lengths. Assuming a gravimetric
specific energy of 1000 Wh/kg, no significant block fuel reduction was achieved for design
range above 1300 nm (2408 km), whereas, correspondingly for a specific energy of 1500
Wh/kg it is above a design range of 1900 nm (3519 km).
In the outlook proposed in [23], the analysis of a different operational strategy of the
hybrid-electric propulsion system was highlighted. The strategy which consists of throttling
the EFs during cruise while the GTFs are operated closed to their peak efficiency is
investigated in this section. The comparison of the implication of the different strategies
is based on the degree-of-hybridization for block energy Heblock. As this integrated metric
includes the overall efficiency chain of the propulsion system and characterizes the integrated
block value of the energy split, it is of particular relevance in order to compare the two
different operational strategies during cruise. The integrated performance is compared to
the identical advanced twin-engine narrow-body aircraft. The potential block fuel reduction,
the change in vehicular efficiency and the change in aircraft weight are indicated in Figures
8, 10 and 12 respectively.
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Electric fan cruise throttling
Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 8. Relative change in block fuel versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Electric fan cruise
throttling
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Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 9. Relative change in block ESAR versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Geared-turbofan
cruise throttling [23]
Interestingly, for a given Heblock the benefit in terms of block fuel reduction achieved are
about identical for both strategies (see Figure 7 and Figure 8). However, it is highlighted
that for an identical Heblock the level of Hpuse is larger in the case of throttling the EF during
cruise. It means basically that for achieving the same block energy split, a larger electric
motor power needs to be installed. This trend is understandable as less electrical energy
is consumed during cruise when the EF is throttled back, compared to the first strategy
for an identical Hpuse. In order to achieve the same Heblock, a larger electric motor needs
consequently to be installed to achieve the same block energy split for an identical block
mission. This is the reason which explains the more “compact” carpet plots obtained when
selecting the strategy of throttling the EF during cruise. Indeed, for the same variation of
Hpuse less electrical energy is utilized during cruise resulting in lower value of Heblock.
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Electric fan cruise throttling Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 10. Relative change in block ESAR versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Electric fan cruise
throttling
















































Design Range [nm]Study settings:
ebattery = 1.5kWh/kg
GTF cruise throttling
Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 11. Relative change in MTOW versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Geared-turbofan cruise
throttling [23]
The analysis of the relative change in block ESAR versus Heblock in Figures 9 and 10 reveals
interesting trends resulting from the system implications of the different strategies. As
highlighted in the beginning of this section considering the first strategy, an increase in
Hpuse results in a higher level of thrust throttling of the GTFs during cruise due to the
installation of larger EF. This effect contributes to a reduction of the GTF efficiency due to
stronger part load operations. This operational consequence can be observed through the
noticeable degradation in ESAR at higher levels of Hpuse indicated in Figure 7. In the second
strategy, the EFs are throttled back and the GTFs run close to their maximum efficiency
during cruise. As a result, block ESAR increases slightly with Hpuse as the overall propulsion
system efficiency is improved through the use of the efficient electrical system and it remains
almost independent of Hpuse for short design ranges. The decrease in block ESAR at higher
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Electric fan cruise throttling
Cargo volume/PAX = 0.14m³
Figure 12. Relative change in MTOW versus block degree-of-hybridization for energy Heblock . Electric fan cruise
throttling
design ranges with increasing levels of Hpuse is attributable to sizing cascade effects resulting
from the higher electric energy requirement which leads to large increase in aircraft mass
(see Figure 12). However, it must be noted that for a given Heblock the difference in delta
block ESAR is small when comparing the different strategies. It is important to highlight
at this point that in the current implemented electrical system model, the efficiency of the
electrical components, with the exception of the battery, is assumed invariant with respect to
the operational conditions and operating time. This assumption is made under the premise
of an appropriate thermal management of the electric components and a thoughtful layout
of the propulsion architecture. The efficiency of the electrical propulsion system chain in the
model depends consequently only on the variation of the battery efficiency with respect to
its discharge characteristic and upon the ducted-fan efficiency according to the flight state
and the power setting. Moreover, in the current model the speciïnˇA˛c weight of the electrical
components wereconsidered independent of any scale effect. With the availability of more
detailed electrical system models, the dependance of the electrical components efficiency
with respect to the altitude-temperature envelope and power load conditions as well as
possible variations of the specific weight with scaling effects would be considered.
The impact of the hybrid-electric propulsion on aircraft size according to the EF cruise
throttling strategy is illustrated by the change in MTOW versus the change in Heblock in
Figure 12. Similar trends in MTOW change between the different strategies with respect to
increase in design range and growing Hpuse were identified. For an identical Heblock, similar
values in relative change in MTOW were observed.
In summary, a similar level of reduction in block fuel can be achieved when selecting the
throttling of the EFs during cruise. This second operational strategy results in similar change
in block fuel and block ESAR as well as in MTOW for an identical Heblock. However, to reach
the same potential in block fuel reduction, a higher level of Hpuse (in other words a higher
useful electric power relative to the total useful power) needs to be achieved. This translates
into the installation of a larger electric motor power. This system implication is rooted in
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the nature of the operational strategy. When throttling the EFs during cruise less electrical
energy is required at an identical level of Hpuse.
5. Conclusion and outlook
The aeronautical community is about to revolutionize aircraft propulsion and aircraft design
with the introduction of innovative electric drive approaches to the propulsion system.
The full benefit of the hybrid and universally-electric aircraft can only be demonstrated
by deploying a truly holistic approach to integrate hybrid-electric and universally-electric
propulsion systems at aircraft level. Innovative approaches to electrically driven propulsion
systems need to be further analyzed and thoughtfully integrated at aircraft level to determine
the full potential. The search for synergistic integration of the propulsion system at aircraft
level through tightly interlaced coupling with the airframe as well as with the other systems
on-board the aircraft are expected to lead to dramatic shifts in contemporary aircraft
design paradigms. Complementing the pure technical assessment of the implications of
electric drives to transport aircraft, rigorous analyzes need to be expanded to measure
the economical merits. The representation of metrics based on economics into the design
charts would enable to select best and balance aircraft concept. Beyond the investigation at
aircraft system, life cycle assessment needs to be conducted in order to measure the overall
impact of electric drives to the complete chain. While for contemporary propulsion systems
the conceptual design analysis of the engine can be done almost independently from the
airframe, the synergistic analysis and integration of hybrid-electric or universally-electric
propulsion system will result from the interdisciplinary work between the propulsion
experts, the electrical systems specialists and the aircraft designer. New professional
field of specialization such as electro-aero-propulsion experts could emerge from this
multidisciplinarity. These interactions will influence not only the internal organization
of aircraft conceptual teams but even beyond will redefine the industrial landscape of
partnerships and cooperations due to the essential closer involvement of the suppliers in
the early development phase of new aircraft product.
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